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Abstract—Recent years have witnessed a rapid growth of
deep-network based services and applications. A practical and
critical problem thus has emerged: how to effectively deploy
the deep neural network models such that they can be executed
efficiently. Conventional cloud-based approaches usually run the
deep models in data center servers, causing large latency because
a significant amount of data has to be transferred from the edge
of network to the data center. In this paper, we propose JALAD,
a joint accuracy- and latency-aware execution framework, which
decouples a deep neural network so that a part of it will run at
edge devices and the other part inside the conventional cloud,
while only a minimum amount of data has to be transferred
between them. Though the idea seems straightforward, we are
facing challenges including i) how to find the best partition
of a deep structure; ii) how to deploy the component at an
edge device that only has limited computation power; and iii)
how to minimize the overall execution latency. Our answers to
these questions are a set of strategies in JALAD, including 1)
A normalization based in-layer data compression strategy by
jointly considering compression rate and model accuracy; 2) A
latency-aware deep decoupling strategy to minimize the overall
execution latency; and 3) An edge-cloud structure adaptation
strategy that dynamically changes the decoupling for different
network conditions. Experiments demonstrate that our solution
can significantly reduce the execution latency: it speeds up the
overall inference execution with a guaranteed model accuracy
loss.
Index Terms—edge computing, computation off-loading, deep
neural network, decoupling, cloud computing
I. INTRODUCTION
The recent couple of years have witnessed a rapid growth of
deep learning driven applications. A variety of deep network
structures have been developed for image recognition (e.g.,
Magvii Face++), nature language process (e.g., Apple Siri),
intelligent personal assistance services (e.g., Google Now), etc.
As such deep neural network based machine learning models
are driving the online intelligent services, a critical problem,
how to efficiently deploy such models to support their users’
requests, has emerged.
Conventional deep neural network model deployment usu-
ally relies on a cloud-based paradigm, to execute all the deep
This work is supported in part by NSFC under Grant No. 61872215 and
61531006.
structures inside the servers, usually located in a centralized
data center [1], [2]. The limitation of such solution is that a
user usually has to upload a large amount of data to the cloud
and retrieve the results. For example, in a facial recognition
service, a raw 24-bit 1024×768 image with size around 2.4MB
(resp. ∼ 1MB in PNG compression), needs 2.4 seconds (resp.
1 second) to be uploaded to the server even if the uplink
bandwidth is 1MBps. The situation is worse given that the
average uplink capacity in today’s Internet can be smaller
than that, especially for mobile networks [3]. How to reduce
the execution latency has challenged conventional deep model
deployment solutions.
An intuitive idea to reduce the execution latency is to move
the models to the edge devices of the network (e.g., base
stations nearby) [4], so that uploading the data to the edge
devices is much faster. But the limited computation and storage
capacities of edge devices are usually not able to fully deploy
and run large deep network models (e.g., containing up to
millions of parameters).
Another solution is to run a mini-version of the original deep
network models on edge devices, usually a compressed version
of the original deep network model exported by pruning [5]–
[7] or quantization [8]–[10]. But the accuracy loss of these
mini-versions are fixed when it is retrained, users can hardly
customize and adaptively update the trade-off of accuracy
and running latency for various applications with different
accuracy demand upon a retrained model.
To solve this problem, partitioning a pre-trained deep net-
work structure, i.e., its topology and corresponding parameters,
has been proposed. By strategical partitioning, one part can fit
into the computation power of the edge devices [11]. However,
due to the “data amplification” effect, i.e., the size of data can
increase when passing through the layers in a deep network,
usually caused by the deep structure including convolutional
layers, such partition actually fails to reduce the size of data
to be uploaded, thus not able to speed up much.
In this paper, we propose JALAD, a joint accuracy and
latency-aware deep network decoupling solution as shown in
Fig. 1, to solve challenges including i) how to find the best
partition of a deep structure; ii) how to deploy the component
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at an edge device that only has limited computation power; and
finally iii) how to minimize the execution latency, consisting
of the computation latency and transmission latency. Our
contributions are summarized as follows.
B First, we study the structure and data flow in deep neural
networks. Based on measurement studies on 4 representative
deep network models, including VGGNet [12] and ResNet
[13], we reveal that there is significant room for compression
for the data generated from intermediate layers. We find the
intrinsic trade-off between in-layer data compression rate
and model accuracy, and propose a quantization and image
compression strategy that achieves a transmission data size of
1/2−−1/5 of the original image size, while maintaining the
similar model accuracy. Furthermore, we introduce reinforce-
ment learning based channel-wise feature removal to reduce
the transmission data.
B Second, based on our insights above, we design a
accuracy-and latency-aware decoupling solution. We build a
model to capture the overall execution latency, including
edge computation latency, transmission latency and cloud
computation latency. We formulate finding the “right” layer for
decoupling as an ILP (Integer Linear Programming) problem
to minimize the overall execution latency, subject to the
required model accuracy. Our heuristic solution uses statistics
from observed historical input data (e.g., images), and yields
the layers for decoupling for different deep models in different
bandwidth condition.
B Finally, we test our solution in real-world experiment
and simulation, using the ILSVRC2012 [14] dataset to verify
the accuracy guarantee and latency speedup of our design.
Compared with the conventional cloud-based solutions, our
design can reduce the execution latency by up to 90% in real-
world experiment, while guaranteeing the accuracy loss within
10%.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We discuss
related work in Sec. V. We present our insights on deep
network structure and the potential to decouple it in Sec. II,
and present our detailed design and formulation in Sec. III.
We evaluate our strategy in Sec. IV and conclude the paper in
Sec. VI.
II. FRAMEWORK AND CHALLENGE
In this section, we demonstrate our framework and the
challenges in such deep network “decoupling” solution.
A. Framework
In Fig. 1, we present the framework of our joint accuracy-
and latency-aware deep network decoupling design. We as-
sume the deep neural networks share layered network struc-
ture. We decouple a deep neural network as follows: 1) We
feed the raw data (e.g., an image) to its input layer and run
some of its early layers on the edge device; 2) We compress
the output data of the last layer at the edge device, and
transfer it to the cloud, which runs the late layers of the neural
network; 3) The partition layer will dynamically change over
time according to the network bandwidth and the computation
power of the edge device.
B. Challenge: In-layer Data “Amplification”
As suggested by [11], simple decoupling of a deep neural
network can hardly reduce its final execution latency in an
edge-cloud deployment; because the in-layer output data, to be
transferred across the network, is usually much larger than the
original input data, due to the existence of the convolutional
layers. For example, in our tests with pre-trained ResNet, the
size of in-layer output data can be 20× larger than the original
input data in some early layers, as illustrated in Fig. 2. This
also reveals why the partitioning generally ends up at very late
layers in [11].
III. DETAILED DESIGN
In this section, we present the detailed design of our
solution. We first define the decoupling points of a DNN, then
modeling all factors in the decoupling scheme. Notations used
in the formulation is listed in Tab. I
TABLE I: Table of notations, i = 1, ..., N represents layer’s
index of a DNN having N decoupling points
Variable Description
TEi Execution time of inference to layer i on the edge device
TCi Execution time of inference from layer i on the cloud server
Ttrans Time of transmission features from edge to the cloud
N Total count of layers in the current deep structure
C Total count of quantization bits
ci Feature values of layer i are quantized into ci bits
Ai(c) Accuracy drop when features of layer i are quantized into c bits
Si(c) Data size of features of layer i when quantized into c bits
∆α User defined accuracy drop boundary
BW Network bandwidth of the current application scenario
xic Decoupling decision on layer i and quantization bit c
A. Decoupling Points
Not all nodes between layers can be used for decoupling.
In traditional sequential DNNs like AlexNet [15], VGGNet,
input signals flow straightforward layer by layer. But current
deep models tents to introduce branchy network structures
rather than sequential models (e.g., ResNet, GoogleNet [16]
and InceptionNet [17]). To be general to all DNNs, we first
define the decoupling points. In our solution, one res-unit in
ResNet is regarded as one decoupling layer, equivalent to a
convolution layer in sequential models. It means that when
decoupling a sequential model, the granularity is layer-wise
and when decoupling a branchy structure, the granularity is
unit-wise.
B. Accuracy-Aware Feature Compression
Motivated by the fact that in-layer feature maps demonstrate
strong sparsity, as the inter-layer feature maps illustrated in
Fig. 1, we try to compress the in-layer feature maps to reduce
the data size while keeping the accuracy loss within our
constraints and use several typical image recognition CNNs
to test our framework.
Conversion of float feature maps into small integers. As
the use of original float numbers in feature maps takes up
a lot of the size, we propose to convert float feature maps
into small integers, using a step conversion as below. Such
Copyright transfered to IEEE 2
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Edge devices Central cloud
Early-layer 
feature maps 
Late-layer 
feature maps 
Network
Fig. 1: Framework of our joint accuracy- and latency-aware deep network decoupling, we find the optimal partition to run a
deep neural network structure across edge device and central cloud.
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Fig. 2: Data size at each decoupling point in ResNet, showing
that the input data is amplified in in-layer feature maps.
quantization method has been proved feasible for compressing
the parameters [18], our experiments show that it also applies
to compress feature values.
yi =
 (2
c−1)
(
xi−min(x)
)
max(x)−min(x) if max(x) ≥ 2c
xi otherwise,
where yi is the converted integer, xi is the input float, x
is the set of the original float numbers, and c is the adaptive
number of integer bits based on the network condition and
the accuracy constraint. The rationale is to map the original
float numbers in the feature map into the range of [0, 2c) to
reduce the size of in-layer feature maps. We use a step function
because it approximates values without changing the value
distribution in the feature maps.
Compression of integer feature maps. Next, from our
observation of the in-layer feature maps Fig. 1, the in-
layer feature maps are highly sparse (many values are 0),
therefore we can also benefit from conventional variable-length
code. We introduce Huffman Coding to further compressed
the quantized integer feature maps. To verify the compression
performance, we compress the in-layer feature maps of 5000
samples from ILSVRC2012 validation set. As illustrated in
Fig. 3, we plot the in-layer data size for the original feature
map and the compressed feature map, as well as the original
input file size as references. We observe that our compression
reduces the feature maps to 1/10−−1/100 of its original size,
and enables us to partition at much more layers.
C. Compressed accuracy and data size predictor
Trade-off between compression rate and accuracy. Since
the information loss in the feature map compression may
affect the model’s accuracy, we study the trade-off between
the compression rate and model accuracy. As illustrated in
Fig. 4, the curves represent the model accuracy loss threshold
achieved on the same ILSVRC2012 dataset, versus the number
of bits c used in the compression. We observe that for these
deep networks, c ≥ 4 already provides certain accuracy loss
guarantee of 10%.
Train a predictor to predict accuracy loss and com-
pressed size at a certain compression setting. Feature
quantization would result in accuracy loss, but the DNNs’
prediction of an image is inexplicable yet, and the compressed
data size is highly related to the input data. From Fig. 5
we can observe that the accuracy loss and data size of a
specific compression setting c is stable, therefore we can
predict the current accuracy and compressed size based on
historical statistics. We build a lookup table Ai(c) to predict
the accuracy loss and compressed data size Si(c) in a specific
quantization bit c.
The accuracy and compressed data size look-up tables are
trained on ILSVRC2012, we iterate our compression scheme
on all c ∈ C. Since the compressed data size and accuracy
presents stability in different test epochs, once the lookup table
is built, we don’t need a twice build up process.
One example of the accuracy predictor Ai(c) is shown
in Fig. 6, also, two examples of the compressed data size
predictor when c = 4, 8 are shown in Fig. 3.
D. Formulation of Decoupling and Execution Latency
Based on the in-layer feature map compression, we then
present the deep structure decoupling strategy, which aims to
minimize the overall execution latency.
Before finally get the decoupling decision and performance
estimation, we have to get the latency for processing the input
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Fig. 3: Compression performance for in-layer feature maps on different c setting.
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Fig. 5: Accuracy and data size compressed results of different
epochs are highly overlapped, therefore a specific compression
setting will guarantee stable accuracy loss and data size in each
layer. (c = 8)
data. We use index i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , N to denote a layer, and N to
denote the index of layers in a deep neural network. Without
loss of generality, the input layer is indexed 1. In a decoupling,
we find an optimize partition E (layers 1, 2, . . . , i∗) and C
(layers i∗+1, i∗+2, . . . , N ) at layer i∗ to minimize the overall
execution latency, such that L−E = C, and layers in E will
execute at the edge device and layers in C will execute at the
cloud servers. The execution latency is compromised by the
following components.
Edge execution latency. We denote TEi as the execution
latency for running from layer 1 to layer i. There are different
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Fig. 6: Accuracy loss Ai(c), i = 1, 2, ..., N for VGGNet and
ResNet when compression takes place at different decoupling
points (when c = 8).
approaches to estimate the execution time of a DNN. A parallel
work [11] used a regression model to estimate the execution
time of DNNs, [19] and [20] tried to give analytic estimation
of DNNs’ execution time but failed to estimate fine-grained
layer-level execution time.
Using one general model to estimate the execution time
in all sorts of edge and cloud devices is difficult because of
different commercial optimization policies. But for a specific
device, the execution time tends to be stable on each execution,
therefore we profile the execution time device-specifically,
when our scheme is deployed, it would iteratively decouple
the DNN on each layer and log the execution time of each
layer to get {TE1 , TE2 , . . . TEN }.
Cloud execution latency. The rest of layers are executed in
the cloud, similarity, the cloud computation latency is denoted
as TCi and we can get {TC1 , TC2 , . . . TCN } on the initialization
stage of the deployment.
Edge-cloud transmission latency. In our decoupling de-
sign, another time cost is the edge-cloud latency caused by
transferring the compressed feature maps to the cloud. The
transmission latency Ttrans is related to the compressed data
size and current network bandwidth. From the compressed
data size predictor S(c) we can look up the current data size
to be transmitted. So, the edge-cloud latency if the partition
takes place at layer i and feature maps are quantized to c bits
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is calculated as: Ttransic =
Si(c)
BW , where BW is the current
network bandwidth.
E. Decoupling Implementation
From S(c) we can look up the compressed feature data size,
and predict the transmission latency Ttransic on each layer i
and quantized integer bit c. With all TCi , TCi and Ttransic
calculated, on the decoupling decision phase, we are to fine
the right decoupling layer index i∗ and the right quantization
bit c to minimize the overall joint-inference time Z. Because
layer index i and integer bit c are both discrete integer values,
therefore we formulated the objective function as:
Z =
N∑
i=1
C∑
c=1
TEi · xic +
N∑
i=1
C∑
c=1
TCi · xic +
N∑
i=1
C∑
c=1
Ttrans · xic
where xic is a binary variable indicating whether layer i is
chosen as the decoupling layer, and the feature values of layer
i are quantized into c bits.
In our solution, there should only be one decoupling point,
therefore only one decoupling point i and only one quanti-
zation bit c should be chosen. Then we have a constraint to
guarantee the uniqueness of the decision variable:
N∑
i=1
C∑
c=1
xic = 1
such that only one xic is set to 1 while all others are 0.
Also, in order to guarantee the minimum accuracy, we
introduce a user-defined accuracy loss boundary ∆α. From
Ai(c) we can have the statistical accuracy upon decoupling
on layer i and features are quantized into c bits, therefore our
optimization must guarantee the constraint:
N∑
i=1
C∑
c=1
Ai(c) · xic ≤ ∆α
Finally, since Ai(c) and Si(c) are pre-stored, and TEi , TCi
are estimated in the initialization stage, as for the decoupling
decision maker, Ttrans, TEi , TCi are just like “constant” values.
Combining the three parts of latency and the constraint above,
we formulated the problem as an ILP problem:
min
xic
Z =
N∑
i=1
C∑
c=1
TEi · xic +
N∑
i=1
C∑
c=1
TCi · xic+
N∑
i=1
C∑
c=1
Ttrans · xic
s.t.
N∑
i=1
C∑
c=1
xic = 1
N∑
i=1
C∑
c=1
Ai(c) · xic ≤ ∆α
vars xic ∈ {0, 1}
In this way, we formulated finding the optimal decoupling
layer i∗ and quantization setting c as solving the above ILP
problem. We further study the feasibility and time complexity
to solve this problem.
Feasibility. From Fig. 6 we can observe that quantizing
feature values would not significantly affect model accuracy
in some layers, especially in the last layer. Therefore when
∆α > 0 there would always be a feasible solution. The worst
case is xNC = 1, meaning no decoupling and quantization
takes place at any of intermediate layers, and the above ILP
problem becomes iteratively search in this case.
Time complexity. In the above ILP problem, the number of
variable xic is equal to N ·C and therefore fixed and not too
large, this fixed variable-amount ILP problem can be solved
in polynomial time [21]. In our test, solving an ILP problem
of such scale in a desktop PC with Intel i7-6800K CPU takes
1.77 ms.
Our algorithm estimates Ttrans by assigning the current
network bandwidth BW and refer to S(c), solving the ILP
problem to find the partition i∗ and the appropriate number
of integer bits c with the minimum latency that satisfies
the accuracy constraint ∆α. Then the edge and cloud will
“synchronize” using the new decoupling. Generally, our design
re-decouples the deep neural network upon the edge-cloud
network change, thus in different edge and network conditions,
our solution can adaptively use different decoupling schemes.
IV. EVALUATION
In this section, we use both real-world experiments and
controlled simulations to evaluate the effectiveness of our
design.
A. Experiment Setup
Real-world Experiment. We carry out real-world experi-
ments based on a cloud server with 1 NVIDIA 1080ti GPU,
and an edge device with 1 NVIDIA Quadro K620 GPU. We
control the network bandwidth between them and measure
the accuracy and latency performance, and choosing different
accuracy loss boundary ∆α to observe JALAD’s decoupling
decision. We use ILSVRC2012 validation set as the testing
input image data.
Simulation Experiment. Since we don’t have various kinds
of devices for the evaluation of computation impact, to explore
the impact of the computation power of different edge devices,
we further run controlled simulations.
We denoted that Q(x) as the amount of FMACs (floating-
point multiply-add calculations) of layers set x, therefore all
FMACs run on edge and cloud is Q(E) and Q(C), and
denoted that a device’s FLOPS (floating-point operations per
second) as F . By simplifying TE and TC as linear functions
we · Q(E)FE and wc ·
Q(C)
FC
, where we and wc are fitting
parameters to regress the real execution time. Since FLOPS is
an important performance metric of a device, and FMACs have
been proven to take up more than 90% of the execution time
[20], this approximation is still credible. In our experiments,
we let FC = 12TFLOPs; and FE = 2TFLOPs when the
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edge is a high-performance device according to NVIDIA Tegra
X2 and FE = 300GFLOPs when it is a low-performance
device, based on NVIDIA Tegra K1. The average edge-cloud
bandwidth V is set to 1MBps. we and wc is set to 1.1176 and
2.1761 respectively in our simulation, which is exported from
experimental regression on NVIDIA 1080ti with F = 10.5
TFLOPS.
Baselines. We use the following baselines in our evaluation:
1) Origin2Cloud: Which transfers the original raw images
(8-bit RGB pictures) to the cloud server that runs the deep
neural networks; and 2) JPEG2Cloud, which transfers lossy
compressed images in JPEG files to the cloud server and
finish the entire inference process on the cloud, which is the
conventional cloud-based AI approach currently.
Testing Models and Metrics. We decoupled VGGNet (16
layers and 19 layers version), and ResNet (50 layers and
101 layers version) to evaluate JALAD’s execution speedup
and accuracy performance. In particular, we use 100 samples
from ILSVRC2012 in each iteration and calculate the average
latency in 20 iterations.
B. Execution Latency Speedup
First, we study the execution speedup of JALAD against
conventional pure cloud strategies, which is defined as the
fraction of baselines’ execution latency over the JALAD
execution latency.
As shown in Table II, for the 300 KBps edge-cloud
bandwidth scenario, we observe that the latency speedup for
VGGNet against PNG2Cloud (resp. Origin2Cloud) can be
up to 3.6× (resp. 6.0×); and we achieve 5.6× (resp. 9.3×)
latency speedup against PNG2Cloud (resp. Origin2Cloud) on
average in ResNet. When the bandwidth is increased to 1
MBps, JALAD lets more layers execute on the cloud, taking
the advantage of smaller transmission latency, with an average
1.6× (resp. 2.5×) execution speedup against PNG2Cloud
(resp. Origin2Cloud) across 4 models. In this test, the accuracy
loss threshold ∆α is set to 10%
TABLE II: Execution speedup on different network conditions.
1MBps 300KBps
PNG2Cloud/Origin2Cloud PNG2Cloud/Origin2Cloud
VGG16 1.4×/2.2× 3.6×/6.0×
VGG19 1.1×/1.7× 3.0×/4.9×
Res50 2.3×/3.7× 7.2×/11.7×
Res101 1.5×/2.3× 4.3×/6.9×
C. Impact of Accuracy Threshold
Next, we study the impact of our design on the model
accuracy. We choose different accuracy threshold ∆α to test
JALAD’s latency performance and plot the average execution
latency and decoupling decision in Figure 7. We observe
that as the threshold increases, our design can achieve better
latency gain. The reason is that JALAD can either change the
decoupling layer or cast the in-layer feature maps into lower
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bit-depth (which means transmitting fewer bytes) to achieve
lower latency.
D. Impact of Cloud-Edge Bandwidth Variation
Figure 8 shows the impact of changing edge-cloud band-
width, by plotting the execution latencies achieved by different
decoupling strategies under different edge-cloud bandwidths.
We observe that JALAD remains a stable low latency by
adaptively changing the decoupling strategy, while the baseline
strategies are significantly affected by the upload capacity.
Specifically, when the network condition is good (i.e. 1.5MBps
in our experiment), JALAD tends to upload the raw PNG im-
ages to the cloud, thus we have the same latency performance
with the PNG2Cloud solution, and in some applications(e.g.,
auto driving vehicle) that the network condition is poor, our
solution can achieve higher speed-up gain.
E. Impact of Edge Device Computation Power
In order to further evaluate the impact of edge device
computation power, we carry out simulation experiments. As
illustrated in Table III, in the simulation scenario with 1
MBps bandwidth, we observe that JALAD achieves more
execution speedup gain under the high-performance edge
device NVIDIA Tegra X2, and the average speedup is 7.6×
(resp. 12.6×) against the PNG2Cloud (resp. Origin2Cloud)
for the four representative deep networks; We also notice that
the execution latency cannot benefit from decouple when the
computation power of an edge device is limited, for certain
networks including VGGNet. The reason is that the limited
edge computation power hinders JALAD to explore possible
decoupling layers.
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V. RELATED WORK
Deep neural network has become the de facto structure
for today’s practical machine learning model selection [22],
thanks to its simplicity and effectiveness. In order to deploy
the tons of pre-trained deep neural networks and run them
on different devices, researchers propose the following deep
network model deployment solutions.
Attracted by the elasticity in computing power and flexi-
ble collaboration, hierarchically distributed computing struc-
tures(e.g., cloud computing, fog computing, edge computing)
naturally becomes the choice for supporting deep-structure-
based services and applications [23]–[27]. Considering the
deployment location for model, the-state-of-art approaches
could be divided into the three classes.
Cloud-based deployment: Conventionally, most of today’s
deep neural network usually deployed on dedicated servers
in the datacenter [26]. Users usually have to upload a large
amount of original data (e.g., images) to the servers, causing
the latency. To reduce the latency, [28] proposed a bandwidth
efficiency object tracking system by dropping video frames
from the raw video to the cloud; Jain et al. [29] proposed to
make use of the blurred frames so as to reduce upload load.
The limitation of conventional cloud-based studies is that to
some extent they have to upload the orignal data, which causes
large latency.
Edge-based deployment: An alternative is to deploy deep
neural networks at the edge of network [30], [31]. In [32], [33],
Lane et al. first explored the feasibility of running deep neural
networks on mobile devices for audio-sensing applications. Hu
et al. [34] proposed face identification deployment framework
based on a fog computing infrustructure. Later, Huynh et
al. [35] optimized the execution of deep learning models on
mobile GPUs. Though close to end users, the pure edge-based
deployment is limited by its computational power, making it
hard to run current general neural network models, and running
a compressed model lacks of elasticity on customizing for
different accuracy demand.
Despite the edge-based approaches could reducing the end
to end latency, the edge(mobile device) still falls short in
addressing the high energy consumption and computation
workload challenges.
Hybrid deployment: Alternatively, some studies focus on
offloading the tasks to the edge server instead of running the
DNNs on the mobile devices, [36] explpited virtual machine
technique to offload the customized service on a one wireless-
hop away server called “cloudlet” to speed up service. [30],
TABLE III: Execution speedup on different edge performance.
NVIDIA Tegra K1 NVIDIA Tegra X2
PNG2Cloud/Origin2Cloud PNG2Cloud/Origin2Cloud
VGG16 1.0× / 1.5× 3.4× / 5.5×
VGG19 1.0× / 1.5× 2.9× / 4.7×
Res50 2.2× / 3.7× 15.1× / 25.1×
Res101 1.4× / 2.3× 9.0× / 14.9×
[31] used “cloudlet” for speech and face recognition applica-
tion. To this end, hybrid deployment was proposed to using
both central cloud servers and edge devices for the execution.
Traditional solution to deal with the trade-off is offloading
computation from client [37]–[39], but these approaches are
designed for generalized application, did not focus on DNN’s
special structure.
For current applications with deep neural network structure,
some partition scheme [34], [40] tried to extract features
locally to assist the classification DNN in the cloud. But
these schemes did not talk about partition on DNN structure.
[41] implemented a streaming analysis system that balances
the classification accuracy and resource demand by schedul-
ing model variants between resource-constrained devices and
cloud. [11] proposed to partition the deep network layers so
that they run at the mobile devices and cloud, respectively. [42]
further proposed to partition the deep network onto the cloud,
fog computing devices (e.g., a basestation) and users’ mobile
devices. [43] presented a solution to decouple a deep structure
into 3 segments without in-layer feature compression.
The limitation of previous studies is that they fail to take
the compression of in-layer data into consideration, causing
the latency gain very limited even with a joint edge and cloud
deployment.
However, these former proposal took into account only
latency measurement and raw data quantity between layers,
not taking the sparsity in the feature maps into account, thus
their partition point frequently falls on the first or the last
layer of a DNN structure in their experiments, which makes
their divided model turns to be cloud-only or client-only
scheme and thus less practical. Another work [44] proposed
to adaptively upload compressed data or deploy compressed
model locally to jointly execute, but they didn’t look into and
modify the deep model itself.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
As many machine learning services and applications are
based on deep neural networks, developing their execution
infrastructure is of great importance. In this paper, we study the
trade-off between the model accuracy and execution latency
when a deep neural network is decoupled to execute on an
edge device and the cloud, respectively. Our study reveals that
such decoupling has potential to reduce the overall execution
latency, we propose an accuracy-aware strategy for in-layer
feature map compression to enable the decoupling. We further
formulate the deep structure decoupling as an optimization
problem to minimize the overall execution latency, with a
guaranteed accuracy constraint. Our real-world experiments
based on 4 representative deep neural networks demonstrate
that our design can speed up the execution while guaranteeing
the accuracy loss within a user-defined boundary.
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